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Abstract: The present paper deals with geophysical prospecting methods applied in the 
area surrounding the tumul}.l.S oj AUki, near Kitros, in Pierria, The area belongs to the 
territory of ancient pydna. 

Electrical resistivity and magnetic mapping were attempted. The procedures of the 
data aquisition and processing ar<ttliescribed. 

The geophysical results leading to archaeological excavational targets of the site are 
presented and discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last few years, a part of the activities of the Geophysical 
Laboratory of the University of ThessaJoniki has been directed towards 

, geophysical prospecting of archaeological sites. 
Thro,ugh a historical course of thousands of years, numerous localities in 

Macedonia have been occupied and disturbed by human activities. It can be 
found there, the whole evolution of building forms, structural materials e.t.c. 
The relics of such human made structures are situated in different 
geolophysical and morphological environments. Consequently, as far as 
geophysics are concerned a wide variety of problems are offered in the field 
of dete~ting buried ruins. 

In the present paper, geophysical investigation of the area surrounding the 
tumulus of AJiki near Kitros in Pierria is performed. The site was suspected to 
conceal an acient cemetery. Prospecting was carried out employing electrical 
resistivity method, almost exclusively. Application of the inexpensive 
magnetic method was attempted as well but it provided noisy and insecure 
results. The reasons for that are also discussed in this paper. 
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The course of the archaeological investigations in the site under study can 
be summarised as follows. 

In 1983, after an intensive looting activity in the area, the 16th Ephoria of 
Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities started an excavating project on a big 
tumulus at Aliki, near Kitros, in Pierria. 

The only part of the tumulus not yet investigated is its northern area, along 
" with its periphery that extends to the nearby fields. The maximum height of 

the tumulus is 9m and the diameter of its circular base 50m. 

Under this huge tumulus two smaller ones were revealed. Each of them had 
a diameter of 15m and \\las 1m high. 

One of them was covering an intact grave of the Early Iron Age, 10th cent. 
B.C. A ramp was leading to a subterranean chamber whose entrance was seal
ed with roughly hewn stones. The chamber contained two burials. The find is 
very interesting since this type of grave is the first to be found in an Early Iron 
Age Macedonian cemetery. 

The second small tumnlus, covered a large pit grave 4.5X3m and 2.80m 
high, is dated in the late 5th century B.C. The grave was looted by ancient rob
bers through a rectangular in section 1.6Om wide and 1.90m high tun~el, 25m 
long, starting from the edge of the tumulus. 

The process of the excavation will soon clarify whether the huge tumulus, 
analogous in dimension only to the late 4th and 3rd century B.C. tumuli, is 
concealing another monumental tomb or if it was erected just to cover the late 
5th century pit grave, a case without any parallel, for the time being, in 
Macedonia. 

2. DATA AQUISITION AND PROCESSING 

Weimer electrode configuration was employed for the electric mapping, of 
the site close to the tumulus ~s shown in figure 

The spacing of 1.5m was justified to be a reasonable one, satisfying two 
criteria. First, graves, expected to be concealed in the region, should exhibit 
an anomaly of about a few meters wavelenght and second the burial depth, of 
the above structures, should have an average thickness of O.5-0.8m. 

Wenner array seems to be the more convenient one to carry out surveys of . 
that attitude, excluding "twin probe" array (Aspinall and Lynam 1974). The 
use of wooden frame (Aitken 1974) is avoided since one current electrode is 
moved each time a new measurement has to be made. On the other hanq, 
Wenner array has a better response for high resistive targets and provides un
disputable distinction of anomalies (Tsokas et al 1986a). 

The area under investigation was divided into four sectors, each one form
ing a grid. After the grids were established, they were mesured at profiles 
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Fig. J.- Scetch map of the area surrounding the tumu/us ofAliki Kitros-Pierria. Sectors composing the surveyed area are also !j 
illustrated. 
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spaced 1.5m apart each other, at 1,5m intervals. Measurements were carried 
out during a four hours time intervals, every working day. The affection due 
to evaporation of moisture content has been considered negligible during that 
short time interval. Furthermore, dry summertime days favour the stability of 
moisture content hypothesis to be approached satisfactorilY. 

The field crew was equiped with a resistivity meter Bison, model-2390, 
which belongs to the Geophysical Laboratory. The frequency of the square 
waveform introduced into the ground was selected to be 5Hz. Since the instru
ment averages out 10 full circles and it displays the mean value, the former 
specific value enables achievement of non time-consuming rate of 
measurements. On the other hand, 5Hz is not a high enough frequency to 
count the involvement of "skin effect" (Keller and Frischknecht 1979). 

It becomes obvious that rapidness of execution of measurements is not only 
of financial significance. The elapsed time, for a sector to be measured is a 
parameter of consistency for the aquired data set. Otherwise, a reduction fac
tor should be entered, by remeasuring at the base station in small time inter
vals (Tsokas et al 1986a). The procedure of relocating the electrodes at the 
base point is usually avoided, considering the drift potentials and placement 
errors (Habberjam 1979). 

Magnetic prospecting was carried out in a part of the area covered by sector 
A.A. new grid, which had 1m grid unit, was established. 

Measurements were taken at two different height levels. one at height 1.5m 
and the other one at 2.5m. In such a way, a differential of the field intensity 
was approached (Aitken 1974), and at the same time the total field intensity 
was measured. It has been proved (Evjen 1936. Peters 1949) that first 
derivative of potential fields accentuates near surface anomalies, delineates 
them and removes regional trends. The differential, which was measured, may 
be reasonably considered as an approach to the first vertical derivative. In 
practice, such a way of surveying archaeological sites proved to be a rapid 
reconnaissance tool (Tsokas et al 1986b). .' 

Two proton-precession magnetometers were employed for the magnetic 
prospecting (Scintrex-MP2), belonging to the Geophysical Laboratory. One 
of them served as base station in order to record the diurnal variations of th6 
earth's magnetic field during the course of the field work. Neither magnetic 
storms nor micropulsations were observed during the survey. 

The produced data se( of electrical mapping, consisting of the values of ap
parent resistivities, was statistically treated. The purpose of this procedure 
was to remove the positive anomalies, which exceed normal background 
values. North and south parts, with respect to the tumulus, formed different 
data sets. Frequency histograms were constructed for each data set. Then, the 
values which belong to the positive extreme of the distribution were plotted in 
the field place where they were observed. 
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Magnetic measurements were reduced to a standard level after the introduc
tion of the appropriate n!Jmerical time dependent factor. Then, a simple 
3-point running average (l :2: 1 weigheted) smoothing operator was applied 
along each profile of measurements. 

3. RESULTS 

The contour isoresistivity maps of the southern and northern parts of the 
site, surrounding the tumulus are shown in figures (2) and (3), respectively. 

As it can be observed, regional trends predominate the maps and distort the 
pattern of anomalies. Resistivities, in general, show rather small values, fact 
which was expected for clay soils (Keller and Frischknecht 1979). 

Prospecting targets should expose themselves as positive anomalies on the 
resistivity maps. Although the wavelenght is mOre or less predictable, their 
magnitude is controlled by several factors and it is the matter of actual field 
conditions. 

Positive anomalies observed in figure (2) appear with small magnitude over 
normal backgr~und values and they are about 17-19 Ohmm. Although they 
can hardly be observed, they have an acceptable wavelenght. On the other 
hand, several of them, are clustered in the east side. In other words, they con
front the hypothesis of an ancient cemetery. Different anomaly patterns can 
be attributed to different structural forms, burial depths and destruction of 
the structures e.t.c. 

Our experience has tought us to rool out negative anomalies, which usually 
exist due to local water pockets and 'l:lshes lenses. 

The isoresistivity map of the northern site of the tumulus, shown in figure 
(3) has a simplified appearance. Regional trends range in the E-W direction, 
condensed in the southern part of the map. They are caused by the soils, dug 
out and stacked there during recent excavations. Only five positive anomalies 
appear. The more interesting one is that formed by distortion of regional 
trends near the middle of the map. It is located to the perimetry of the tomb, 
fact which supports the idea for a possible existance of a feature with ar
chaeological interest. It must be noticed that about 100m north of the 
surveyed area, an unlooted Macedonian monumental tomb was discovered. 

Clay soils exhibit a rather large magnetic effect due to their susceptibility 
(Tite 1972). Furthermore, the area under study consists of cultivated land. 
Consequently, those fields have been certainly exposed to fire, in order to be 
cleared up. It has been proved that burning soils, the antiferromagnetic forms 
of the iron oxides haematite and goethite, are converted into the strongly fer
rimagnetic form of maghaemite (Le Borgne 1960, Tite and Mullins 197I). 
Thus, cultivated land aquires a top soil-eover with enhanced magnetic suscep
tibility. As a result, a ditch, for exapple, would cause positive magnetic 
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anomaly. However, taking into account possible existence of subsurface 
hollow spaces and the ancient burial customs to put several articrafts with the 
dead body, the magnetic response is expected to be complicated. 

Figures (4) and (5) illustrate the total magnetic field intensity and the 
refered magnetic differential, respectively. It can be easily observed that both 
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Fig.4.- Total magnetic field intensity contour map 

maps are predominated by confusing regional features. The total magnetic 
field figure seems to have no practical use. 

The resolution of the magnetic field by the differential did not provide clear 
appearace of anomalies. However, it is of interest to observe that the 
anomalies in the north-east part of the map coincide with the electrical 
anomalies in this region. 
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Fig .5.- Contour map of the differentiat magnetic intensity. 

The magnetic responce is due to the enhanced magnetic effect of the topsoil 
which covers the site. We have undisputably a "masking effect" that obscures 
alII the anomalies in the area with some exceptions. This fact led us to avoid 
the extensive use of the inexpensive and rapid magnetic prospecting. 

As refered, resistivity values were treated statistically. Figures (6) and (7) 
show the spatial distribution of the values composing the positive extreme of 
frequency histograms. Localization of anomalies can be readily, visually ob
tained. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Several anomalies, in the isoresistivitv maps, were justified to be caused by 
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Fig.6.- Localization of electric anomalies composing the positive extreme of the fre
quency histogram of the southern part of the surveyed area. 

Fig. 7. - Localization of electric anomalies composing the positive extreme of the fre
quency histogram of the northern part of the surveyed area. 
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subsurface features with approximate dimensions of the expected graves. An 
excavational priority has been given to the above localities. 

Statistics, certainly help the spatial resolution of observed anomalies and 
provide more confident suggestions. 

Magnetic prospecting in clay soils requires a lot of attention and must be 
avoided. 
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nEPli\H'l'H 

rEO<I>YLIKH 6.IA1:KOnH1:H 1:THN TOYMnA THL «AJ\IKH1:», 

nEPIOXH1: KITPOY1:, 1:THN nEPIOXH APXAIA ny6.NA 

r.N. T~OKA~(l), A.X. POKKA(ll, M. MnELLIO~(2) 

(l) EpyaoTllplO FewrpuorKilc" naveTUOTilfJ/o 8eoaa).oviKf/C, 

(2) /6'1 Erpopia ApxalOrilrwv npOi'aropIKilc, Kar KJ.aa/Kilc, Enoxilc" 8eaaa).oviKf/C, 

H 1tapo0oa £pyuoiu UOXOA,£lTUl ~£ TTIV £qJup~oyi] ~£8oowv Y£WqJUOlKJ1C; 
I'no.Ol<01t11011C; ytU T11 \l£A.tT11 T11C; 1t£ptOxi'le; nou 1t£Pt~(ZA.A.£l T11v 'tou\lnu 'tTle; 
«AA.tl<l1C;», OT11V n£ptOXJ1 Ki'tpoe; 't11e; nu;ppio.c;, TI onoiu o.VJ1K£l o'tTlV Ap
xaia nuovo.. 

O£PlYPUqJ£,o.t TI Oto.OtKUOlo. ouU.oyJ1e; TWV Y£WqJUOtKWV &£oo~£vwv 1<0.

ewc; £1tioTle; Kat TI £1t£~£Pyaoia TOUe;. Enl nA,€ov, yiV£'tUl npoonu8£La ano'tlJ
nWOTle; 'tTle; TlA,£l<,ptKJ1e; o.v,lO,aOTle;' KUl TTle; £vTaoTle; 'tou ~UYV"IlTlI<OU n£

OlOU TTle; n£pLOxi]e;. 
T€A,oe;, napouoHi~oV'tUl ,a anOT£A,to~aT(x aUTi]e; TTle; Y£WqJUOtKi]e; &ta

OKOnTlOTle;, TO. o1toio. o£ixvouv 1tteo.vte; n£ptOxte; UPXUlOA,OYlKOU £v&taqJt
pOVTOe;, 

To. xelpoypatpa KaTaTU}'1KaV anc; 4.2.86 
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